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Abstract

We discuss logarithmic corrections to form factors of mesons

built fгою heavy quarts. The reactions e
+
e~ —> q

 a
 V and H — £

Y яте
 considered as an example. A novel feature as compared

to the well studied problem of the pion form factor is the existence

of the transition* between the querk-antiquark state cc and the

gluonie one. 0(ol ) corrections are calculated exactly. An infinite

aeries of the leading logarithmic terms (<tf In 4 /»„) is summed

up with the help of the operator technique. Apart from already

known resulte for quark operators )we usefsome new results referring

to gluon operators and their adzing with the quark ones, TWO

alternative derivations of the multiple natively renormalizable

operators are given. The first one reduces to a direct computation

of the nixing matrix and its diagonalization, the second derivation

is based on ccnformal syiwcatry considerations.
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I* I n t r o d u c t i o n

Calculation of hadronle form factors is оме of the

dest «ad most interesting problem in field theory (see **g«

1 j and reference* therein)* this problem, a* It became clear

«lth the derelopment of quantum ehromodynamie* (QCD), ha* two

iispeotsi perturbatlr* «ad nonperturbatire. Answer* to many

import&nt question* oan be glren within a framewsrk of the

quark-gluon perturbation theory* For instance, looking at the .

simplest Born graph* on* readily fixes th* leading power be-

harlour of say form faotor at large momentum transfer*L*J (th*

во called quark counting I/J 1* reproduced). On* eaa aoount al*o

for logarithmic correction* of the type (of
s
 ** Q /J* J »'

resulting from dressing of the Born graphs with gloom** In

aom* oases, for example for th* pica form factor it 1* possible

to find (I.e. to express in terms of experimentally knows quautl-

tlee) «rea th* absolute normalisation of the form factor asymp-

totio*]7*j* The fora faotor* of Ж , Л , /> me*on* are

discussed In a series of Interesting paper*[ J la which all

the technical problems referring to the psrturbatir* approach

are solred, one by one,

Howerer, with iwseumulailng theoretical result* It became

clear that if one oonsider* the particle built from light (u,

d,' *) quark* at moderate Q , it i* impossible to elronmrent >om-

-perturbatiT* aspect*. Ptret of all, the detailed prediction* for

the form factors ;oquir* th» knowledge of the ware function, «ay,

of a plea» and th* slmpleat assumption* on th* pion war* func-

tion seem to be ruled outlet*

Beside* that, power correction*, which an> • sent ia

perturbation theory, are likely to be тегу large a* «871 сЩ , so
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that the true asyaptotlcs, where on* can rely on the quark coun-

ting rule* plus the QCD log correction», etarte at extremely

2 9

large Q . At accesible Q oae ha* to u*e additional aeeump-

tione going beyond the framework of quantum c'lromodynaaic* I • j.

Of course, It in desirable to make • new *tep-to calculate

•on-perturbatire contributions to the fora factor* of Ж , К ,

J> , M starting from first principle*. At present, how-

•T«r
(
' we are aware of no achievsaents In thi* direction* She

standard strategy, just as before. Is the following* One tries

to find a process in which large distances are inessential at

all, and the quark-gluon perturbation theory exhausts all dyna-

mics* Iroa this point of rifcw the meet ideal case is that of

mesons bul.lt from пеату quarks, for instance (cc) or (bb} .

Since such syetems are to a good approximation nonrelatlTistic,

{their war* function is known to art acceptable degree of accuracy.

Могеотег,- nouperturbatlre power corrections for such systems a?e

aleo controllable, and turn out 'to be small* Thus, it is poseib-

1«, in principle* to get reliable predictions which allow for a

direct comparison with experiment. True, for heavy mesons the

procedure of aumaing log terms becomes much su.re complicated than,

say, for the plon, and it is just this technical question «hiah

we address ourselres in the present paper* SShe complication is

due to the fact that in the plon case the lsotopio spin conserva-

tion deoouples the quark channel from the gluon one, qq

-/• gluons, while the annlliilation cc —•» Z gluone is not

forbidden and brings its own* specific logarithms.

Although, at first sight, all that Is needed is tc mecha-

nically generalize formulae already known In the literature,

actually, on» h&a to overcome a lot of obstacles of mathematical



c*iar*et*r, invoking ingenious trick», «o that the exercise ta

far from being tri-rial. The satisfaction we bar* obtained fro*

slaple and closed final expressions seema to repay all our

effort».

As an example we hare choeen the following reaction»

and analysed them in a wide range of energies of e
+
e~ pair and

jaasses of the Higgs boson H. .Although our consideration is ap-

plicable, in principle, to all other processes of the form-fac-

tor type with heavy mesons, reactions (1), (2) seem to be most

interesting from the practical point of View, so that all concre-

te formulae refer just to these reactions.

As was already mentioned, there is no difficulty in deter-

mining the power behaviour of the amplitudes (1), (2), and the

main emphasis is put on summation of the log terms.

Two distinct approaches to calculation of the logarithmic

corrections to form factors exist. Although the final answer»

are, clearly, identical, the languages used at internediate

steps essentially differ from each other.

One of the approaches is based on the consideration of the

Bethe-Salpeter equationL' • ' J» As a rule one choses a

gauge for the gluon field in which the equation has the simp-

lest (ladder) form. Then one calculates kernels, corresponding,

say, со the quark-by-quark scattering. In this way there emerges

an integral equation on the hedronic wave function which deter-



nines the Q evolution of the latter. The equation can be

solved with the help of as eigenfunetlon technique. We shall not

go into further details here aince an exhaustive review is

given in a recent paper I J •

Another approach uses the Wilson light-cone expeneion end

the operator techniquet
8
'
 9
»
 1 3 < 1 5

' 'tL Perhaps, it will be

accepted as the most natural one by the reader brought up on

the classical works I <t on deep inelastic.

Both approaches have their own advantages and drawbacks«

Tor instance, it nay be not aa eaay task to justify theoretically

the application of the operator technique in the form factor

problems. We are not going to deal with rigorous proofs, how-

[i Ц 17 *5 18

" J . Our work ia intended for a theorist who needn to solve this

or that particular problem. For this purpose the operator tech-

nique seems to be suited best. Many Intermediate computations

were already performed earlier and are well known in the litera-

turef
1
*. 20. 21,23

 #

Thus, the pedagogical aspect in our work is essential. We

tried to make the presentation of the material autonomous and un-

derstandable to the reader who never studied the pioneering pa-

pers I J . Actually, it ia not so easy to study this range of

questions by reading the pioneering papers, and w» would, pro-

bably, never succeed, if it were not for the personal contncts

with V.Chernyak, A.Radyushkin and Yu.Mnkeenko. By keeping eda-

gogical elements and dlscusslog in detail all aspects of this

elegant branch of QCD we would like to facilitate the way for"

those who will need the corresponding technique in order to solve

other form factor and related problems.



Я м organiaatloa of the paper la Hi* following, I

2 a* conaider W -• Э/+ Y I M I J aai aketeh all baaio polata

of the operator Both 3d - both fimdaawstal «ad technleal* la Mot.

3 «o return back to our starting polat - tree grapha for tbo pro-

oeoaea (1), (2) - aad begin tho eyeteaetlo derivation. In *oot.4

oao-gltioB oorreotloM «re fonad exaotlr. In M O * . 5 *• iareeti-

g«te tb* ««yaptotloe of tho one-loop eorreetloae «t Q*-» &*£'.

the Halting bebarlovr ooaet^o^ -AL- Q /^C 1* renrodoood

•gala with the help of • alaple teohalano developed la r«f• 1гЗ

•ad orlglaally Intended for etudylng jet produotloa oroee eeo-

tloao. We «l*o pursue here the o«Boell«tloa of double-log ten»

la the «xlal gauge. Soot. 6 la devoted to •uaaatloa of the

leading logarithalo terao. »e eztraot «a Infinite aorlea

(d
s
 &v<2/»^J and aua it up by ualng the reaulta of Appendix

A. (In Appendix A the «noaaloua dlaenaloa aetrleea for rele-

veat operstore exe found end diegonellsed)• la aeet. 7 auaerl-

o*l eatlaatea for the fora faotora (t), (2) «re preeented. They

oorer the «hoi* range of variation of Q
2
 - froe the threahold

up to infinity* In Appendix В the •ultiplicetiTely гевоп«11«аЬ-

le quark and gluon operatora (eonatrueted la Appendix A by dlago-

nallslag the anoaaloua dlaenelon aetrlcea) are ahowa to eaerge

In e elaple end natural «ay «tartlng from the eonforaal eyaeetry.

2. O u t l l n e a

The proeeaa H -» ̂ V * У «a it locka in the quark

language, la depicted In fig. 1. Although the gluon field which

eurrounda quarka la not displayed in thia figure explleltely.

It oxlata end bind* the quark llnea into a eolourleae badroa.

We shall alwaya keep thia gluon field la aind. If one leavaa



aside the threshold donal» Mff f tHWf (whleh requlrea a

special consideration), the off-shellnese of the vertical quark

lie* In the graphs of fig* t turns out to b# large, so that one

oaa apply to this lino the mll-lmoim roles of asynptotle freedom.

ths obrrteponding propagetor» to • leading approximation. Is

that of a fre» quark, (t " ^
c
) •

 J
*
 1 #

 convenient to deno-

ts the Rlggs-Ъовоя и н ТПц by Q . Thea the notations

to proeesses (1), (2) Ьеоом unifora» Furth#«ore, let us intro-

duoe the Blggs-boson ooupllng oonstaat n/ In the following

way

where H is the Hlggs field, lotioe, that in the Veinberg~Sa-

lan node! . .

let us negleot for a while the binding energy of the

5o pair in oompsrison with ZfH.
c
 and aestme that Inside

the ' t^V' швеоп quarks are at rest with respeot to eaeh

other (later we shall return to this point o&oa again)* Then



low, let us write out the amplitude corresponding to

the m m of graphs 1s and 1b, treating the external femlon

lines ее the Helsenberg feralon operators. A simple computa-

tion yleldet

where the subscript 1 mart» the diagrams ot fig.1, t*

<?
c
« 2/3 le the charmed quark charge, C£,- e ^ (}£ р p

and 6 ^ 1я the photon polarisation vector* The f
e
otor

kg tZta/CQ* — 4/*i% ) reeulte from the propagator of the rer-

t:icel fermlon line. Substituting the .Temlonlc bracket is eg,

(4) by the vacuum-to- J/ty matrix element we get, to the

leading approximation, the H -»^V" У amplitude:

Here -t с* la the -7/r four-momentum and V̂ i 1* the

<7/^ polarization vector. In the non-relatiTlatio limit» In

which we ere working so far, the constant A reduces to

where 0y ie defined in the following way0y



[о> » £
у
 ̂  ^ . (в)

(The numerical value of 4 у oan be found phenomenologically

from the jfa-it**-' decay rate. Using the well-known for-

mal».

we get Д - ев 0.13).

Thus, the leading power aajmptotlca tor the process (2)

Is fixed. As the reader sees, the procedure Is straightforward

and sloq>le. that are the corrections to eq. (5)1 First, there

exist non-perturbetiye effects» The most essential part of

them is already accounted for in eq. (6). Unaccounted effects

conrert. say, Cq
Z
-VM^)'

i
 into (Q.b.-*£)'1

and result in sow* other «edifications. It is important that un-

aooounted non-perturbatire contributions die awajr as some power

of /^*/f<2*"*4V (where /As is some typical hadronio

mass),' so that at <J2 5», 16 OeV2 they are presumably in-

essential. To the contrary, corrections to eq. (5) associated

with hard gluona (soft gluons are Included in (6)) depend on

Q only wftly, logarithmically, and they are to be included in

analysis in the whole range of variation of Q2. In the present

work we shall not deal with power corrections and, hence, our

consideration refers only to the domain Q ^ 16 GeT # Up

to rather large values of Q 2 the correction to (5) Is deter-

mined by one-gluon exchange and has the form

8



/ ie an explicitely calculable

function (see sect, 4)* It aeeas» that there is no need to

content on thi* point in more detail.
о

At тегу large Q the expansion parameter la

°*s C"€) & QV^C" * not </s СФ) , and this parameter ap-

proaches unity. How to aura up the logarithnle eerie*?

The first, naive answer which Immediately come* up to

Bind le the following. Dressing eq. (5) with gluon» reduce*

to a factor

(10)

determined by the anonalou* dimension of the operator c6£..C

l~£f ~ " v/3 is the anomalous declension of с &
ы
* с ,

/ в 41 - Z^f/Ъ ie the first coefficient in the Gell-

-Mann-bow function). Vow, we know well that this answer is

wrong, and other logirithns associated with operators of

the type С <5±,л 2L, 2)^ С
 f
 ... also enter the sarae.

This assertion, as our experience eho.red, la perceived by

пок-вхр rts as extremely surprising. Indeed, we have neglec-

ted the velocity of С quarks inside the <7/'/' seson

while the catrix element < ^ \Z G^^zL 2), С |0>

is proportional, at first sight, to the velocity squared, and

It seems that operators of the type С б\^ %\, 0
r
 may be

safely omitted.

Actually, things are not so simple, and below we shall try

to explain why the operators with derivatives are still im-



portent, even for ultra-heavy mesons, in which quarts are at

rest to an arbitrary high degree of accuracy.

The natter ie that wo were not quite accurate, and the

formulae glren abore are вопяwhat oversimplified. The matrix

element K^ l^<5- fy 2V
C
!°> i« not defined unless the

normalisation point of the operator c(J,«a,2jfC 1* indicated.

Of course, If we are dealing cnly with power asymptotics, tbsro

la no need to specify the normalization point. An explicit in-

troduction of the normalization point become* necessary if one

1> interested in logarithmic corrections. Expansion of the

graphs depleted In fig. 2 results in operators

normalized at the point Q (we shall write the normalization

point either In brackets or as a subscript)•. Prior to talcing

matrix elements of these operators we must go from the point

Q down to a point yO- where JU. ie the characteristic off-

shellnese of the quarks In the JJ/V" meson, and account for

the corresponding evolution of the operators. In the leading log

approximation, to which we limit ouraelvee here, only the evo-

lution from Q to 7n
c
 Is essential, since further evolu-

tion fro» 7n
c
 to JU, brings no logarithms.

Рог the operator С <5̂  л С the Q evolution ie

Indeed determined by its anomalous dimension, i.e. by a formula

like (10); this is not the case for the operator

t*С §..&,£>,,С . The latter mixes with the operator

С ̂ » c . C °
 о в mor

* exact, the first operator

can go into the eeccnd one, but, certainly, not vice versa).

10



On* иву decompose the operator i* С <Ц» *т*« ̂ v *-

obtained from expansion ©f the diagrnu 2 la the

Wft

L
"

where the followlHg definitions are uced

and we hare accounted for tbe fact that each of the equare

bracket* in eq. (11) la aultlplicatively renoraaliced, with lta

own anoaaloua dieeneion.

How we can finally take the aatrlz element over

11



•eson. neglecting, ее before, the C -quark Telocity in

, we get

с Сч){о >

where the constant /1 1* defined la eq. (6). An m e expected,

at Q
2
 ~ 7** the result vanishe*; howerer at Q

2
 » Л г /

the contribution of С ̂ д £Ц Х>
0
 С ±ш not «uppreesed In

eplte of derlT«tlre*.

the faot that operator* proportionel to full deriratiree

(му, S^S^CtT^c ) они into ?ley night seen eurpriaing to

the reader «ho studied application of the ofarator technique

In deep inelaatlo. In the eaee of deep inelastio mattering

one deale only with Matrix eleaenta for forward scattering

(•oaentum tranef»r • 0), so that full derlvatlvee gire rani-

•hlng contribution. Sines the operators proportional to full

derivatlree do not mix with "погма1
я
 ones, there is no need

to гемеяЬег about then in describing deep inelastic As we

hare just demonstrated, in problww of the form factor type

all twist-two operators, reducible and non-reducible to full

lieriYfitlres, must be Included Into consideration on equal

grounds. After this ie done, the further procedure Is stan-



dardt one constructs multiplioatlvely renorrallsable operator»,

expends In them the initial amplitude, switches on the loga-

rithmic renorualisations (i»«. one account* for the evolution

of the operators from the point Q down to the point bt
&
 )

and, finally, takes the matrix elements over У/+
$
 fay

 u e i n
e the

fact that the rave function of heavy quarkoniua is known.

In the next section we begin the systematic realisation

of this program.'

3. The Born graphs

As it follows from the prerious section, it is necessary

to calculate both the graphs of fig.1 at modest Q and the

graphs of fig.2 at Q
2
 »fit*.

We start with the M -* О/Ф Y deoay. The Higfs

boson coupling to fermione is proportional to their masses,

and therefore, the dominant deoay modes are the following! H

-* L L or 4? <2 •
 w n e r e

 Q denotes a heavy

quark and L denotes a heavy lepton. The Q3 pair then

materializes, as a rule, in the form of a pair of mesons

(Qq)(5q) accompanied by a few pione (q stands for * light

quark, *?, *f от s )• What we are going to study Is a rela-

tively rear process when one of the heavy quarks shakes off a

finite share of its momentum by emitting a photon and turns

around, so that both outgoing quarks QQ fly in one and the

same direction.

The answer for the diagrams of fig. 1 is already given

in eqs. (4), (5). Computation of the graphs depicted in fig.2

is even simpler. The variable X. introduced In this figure

varies from -1 to 1. Por arbitrary X belonging to this interr

13



то1 we get

fci*

•otlc«
:
 that tint odd Is X eanosl after adding diag-

ram* 2ft and 2b* If one expand* eq. (14) la X * considering

formally X * м ь, *aall parameter, then the жего-order

t«ni In the expansion coincide* with eq. (4). The nexS tern

1*

aai л- С бцд с • can Ь» rturltten In the following way

It ±m dear that the aubaeqaent tent In tb» aeries reduoe to

operator*

where IV la an odd nuaoer, lotloe, that juat aa in deep

Inelaatlo, operators of all dimensions are present} the

essential oharaoterlitio of the operator is not its dimen-

sion out twist (in the case at hand equal to two).Shis is beet

•am if one cobfLfttt a awson built from light quarks, sine*

in this case characteristic ralues of 3C are of order unity,

and an infinite mmber of terns in the series are ot importance.

14



l e t и» prooeod ao* «о «bo aeoead reeeUea e**~ -* faff.

По prooeaa lo qelto alallar to «Mi diaeaaaed «boro. Oao-pho-

alla«loa of oV" pair «akoa plaeo a* abort dlatoaooa,

aad «bo virtual qnontoa eomrer«o la«o • pair of c c qnarfca,

flying la «bo oppoalt* dlrtotloa*. Яма oao of «bo tank*

obako* off • photoa aad «шгва axoaad «o folio» !«• partaor.

fho no aoooa 1* fozwod* Ям oaly difforoaoo aa* eoaparod «a

«bo prortoaa оаоЧг la 4ao «о Y aa*rleoa, la H-*J/f f

«ao la«orao«los vortleoa are 1 aad Y*. • *** * h # r *

«bo *«aaor operator E%*C , «hllo la e*e~ -* fa

«bo rortleoa along «ho ouark llao i n V^ Ы У , «nloa

roata«f la «ho azlal-rootor opora«or С X, J^-C •

for aodoat Q2 «• oolenlato dlagraw of «ao «jpo

la fig. 1 with «ho oubetltutlon H-* У * , ЗИР-ЬЧ

talttlag a l l •«roo«aroa wi*h во proJo««loB oa «ho O~

ehaeaol, wo go«

»< (***#) « *{*ы)Щ? -f— *,*
от)

waoro «ho oubooript tt aorroopoado to a pol«rlaa«loa In-

dex of «ho Y* , kf aad *jt o«aad for «ho four-яе-

яов«ш1 aad polarlaa«loa TOO tor of «bo roal pbotoa* S w followlae

relation* №elp to obtain «ho final reavlt

15



«her* L is the »
e
 four-momentum, end in the

non-relmtlrlstle limit

( № • constant Qy was defined in eq, (8)).

Wow, we calculate the graphs of fig.2 at Q

Agtln, we are interested in suoh spinor structure which

project into #
c
 . A slmpl* computation yleldn

We rewind that the «ubeoripta 1,2 label the graphs of

fife. 1 and 2, respeotlyely. In the subsequent sections we

shall deal with corrections to the results (4), (14), (17)*

(19).

4* Bxact one-loop corrections

We perform here the calculation of t/fas) correc-

tion» to the M->^V^ Y end г*<Г-»^
е
 у amplitudes.

Our aim ie two-fold. Firet, we shall obtain a precise descrip-

tiss vx both reactions in a wide energy range starting practi-

cally at threshold and up to rsther large rallies of Q ,

100 GeV (at VQ^ > 100 CeV the parameter

*) &И, $*/**/• becomes of order unity, and it

is necessary to sum up thevrhole logarithmic series). Second,

we shall aee how exact one-loop formulae go, at large Q
2
, into

logarithmic ones*



4e. (sfe) correction to the #-*<^r f decay.

These corrections were practically calculated in ref.

[24]. la this work the V~* H Y decay (the Wilersfc aechanin)

was studied in one-loop approximation. The relevant graphs

are displayed in fig. 3. Their calculation in the domain

X * mff /ft»* < i i* carried out in ref,

J24J, here we only, note that the diagram it emerges due to a

counter-term of the Higga-quark interaction* Let uo reproduce

eqs. (2), (3) from [
24
] :

'(20)

12.(1-*) 2(1-*)

(21)

In order to get the correction to the H -» Д//» у ampli-

tude we, are interested In, we must continue analltically eq.

(2t) Into the domain *K. > j and keep only the real

part, (The imaginary part drops off from the probability,

since, when the metrix element is squared, it does not inter-

fere with the real one). As a result, accounting for the

graphs of fig, 3 multiplies the Born expression quoted in eq.

(4) by the following factor:



(2?)

where

Chi* ezpreeeion i« rather оошЬегяоае and, therefore, oalle

for ooMMnte* We defer ite aaalyala until eeotioa 9 and now

prooeed to

4b. &{**) correction to the ¥*-*% )f amplitude

*he relerant graphe are giTen In fig. 4* It 1* oonrenl-

eat to introduoe again a dlaeneionleea rarlable

for К <• i

18



where M.j

functions *P, ̂

Notice, that at

у' ) ie giren In eq. (17) and th«

are defined is the prevlou* aubeectlon*

— о the correction factor reduces to

M .«

The firnire brackets In this relation coincidee (modulo u^-

with the correction to the two-photon annihilation rat* of

pnrapositroniuro found in 1957L'"'J • '~> the domain X> 1,

which we are intereeted ln
;
eq. (23) евея into

(25)
where, a,:nin, we keep only the real part.



5» One-loop corrections. Analysis

Here we pause for a moment to discuss in detail the

formulae obtained In sect 4* bet us concentrate first on the

large Q 2 limit (Q2 stands for 1*1$ or £e+«- ). Usually,

whan- one calculates one-loop corrections to the cross section

for quark mad gluon production, there emerge double-log terms

of the type е($&*- <?* • they are quite сонмов, for instance,

In jet calculus, may we expect terms of this type in eqs. (22),

(25)? Generally speaking, at 7C>>/ these relations contain

double-Iocs In various forms; explleitely e(
s
 €*.*• К , and

impllcltely in F functions. (We remind that +(*) •
x •

• J <K(-f+v) "У/jt "" jt *** '** when x»i ),
О

However, we know apriori - and this is an important obeok -

that all double-logs must cancel in eqs. (22), (25) since ws

deal here with the production of white objects. As well known,

in ease of jet production the origin of <*s *̂- <? Is the

following» one of the logarithms (actually, ^ f <?'/w/ ) cornea

from a colllnear divergence, while another one ( •£*• <?y<4>

where ut9 is a gluon frequency cut off) Is due to an lnfra-

-red divergence. In our case no infra-red logarithm can appear,

since ita sources - coloured particles in the final state -

are absent. Thus тл expect, that in the limit Q 2
 —-» °^>expressions (22), (25) reduce to « ^ #н*4Уги£ . A direct com-

putation confirms the expectation* '
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(27)

, (27) ohow t.bn.t at large enough Q the correcti-

on term becomes comparable to unity and higher order terms be-

come Important. Separation of the leading-log terms ( °с$ -Сн Q. )

end their summation т Ш be carried out in Sect. 6. Now we con-

tinue discussing the asymptotic behaviour of the one-loop cor-

rections and concentrate on two points. First, we shall expll-

citely demonstrate the compensation of the double-log terms (for

the proceee e e~ — > t)
r
 Y ) in the axial gauge. Second, we

shall rederi^" eqe. (26), (27) in a simple way, without irnro-

M.ng exact results (22), (25).

In the axial gauge the situation in rather peculiar. It

is well known that In thie gauge terms like ot
e
 W - (? result

from nn independent summation of contributions of free quark (glu-

on)lees(double-log expression are contained only In renormaliza-

tion 2" factors corresponding to external lines). In this

way one can obtain, for instance, double-log asyaptutics for

the e
+
e" — ^ f ^ Y reaction. The central question is:

"bow do all log-squared terms cancel when the invariant mass

of the qq pair tends to «ere (i.e. when one goes to the reac-

tion e
+
e~ —•%;/' )

?
 "

A t
 first sight, the phenomenon is dif-

ficult to understand; however, invoking results [ ̂  one cau

easily trace the particular mechanism responsible for the can-

cellation. In ref. l т the e
+
e~ — * fi ]f reaction was con-—* fi ]f



sldered In eingle-log approximation. Relevant grepha ere die-

played in fig. 5. Diagrams 5a end 5b give terms of the type

Diagram 5c gives an infra-red logarithm rt$ •& & /^e

±0 most important, the coefficient in front the latter contains

4И, (•/- Coi&ff) , which converts single-log into a double-log

when С+Ь 0*7 tends to unity. This new logarithm equered

compensates all other log-squared terms emerging from diagrams

5» and 5b. Indeed, let us write out eq. (41) from L
2
^ describing

the &/t*s) correction to <5"/W~-;> £ ? V ) :

[i- *£f ^ \
(28)

Here S and € are the standard parameter* entering the

Ste гиии-Welnberg description L J of jet production. Proceed now

to t+l~-yifeY » m 4 н 0 * "/ 8К

and the third term in the square brackets, eq. (28), restating

from the diagram 5c, cancels (up to single-logs) the first

term coming from the graphs 5a, 5b (
 6
*. ̂

 e
51 )•

 O n e c a n

eumnarise the situation in the following way: for exclusive

processes in the axial gauge double-log contributions from in-

sertions in quark and gluon propagators are compensated by those

appearing in the ladder-type diagrams.

The limiting expressions (26), (27) are of fundamental

importance since they show the necessity of summing Mgher-or-

der terms at large Q , It would be extremely helpful to develop

a technique which would allow one to obtain eqs. (26), (27)

without much effort and directly, not аз the limiting сазе of



exact formulae. ТЫ.М would «err* am * new Independent cheok ef

our revolt*, Actually, one can «at for thi* purpose the method

of ref. [23» which has, aeons other*, a nice feature of demon-

strating explicitely tifaieh Interra* of virtual momenta give*

the dominant contribution in logarithmic ten».

It 1* convenient to елоом now the *етшвап gauge, since

in this gauge there are no double-log* from the very beginning,

while la the axial gauge one need* to be careful In order to

correctly extract •ingle-Ing* from cancelling •<* <*•*Q

term* referring to different diagram»

We «tart with consideration of 9*9' —-» *?
e
 У • She

quark diagram* for thia process are depicted in fig.4. Let ue

concentrate flr*t on the diagram 4b; reproduced' again.

In шог* detail, in fig» fib, W g . 6a reprerente the correspon-

ding tree graph» Denote the amplitude M (fig. 6a) by M
e
 ,

The Yeynman integral corresponding to diagram 6b 1* ot the fora

00)M '/Л f

end we perform integration in the following order» First» integ-

rate over c(Z
e
 with the help of the residue technique, con-

tracting the integration contour in the lower semi-plane. The

pole at С +i6 ~*0 yields the following contribution:



and a large Io"«rtthM сонме froi! the angular integration

(t.e; Integration over the £ direction) from the domain

€. II P .If one «ubetitute* Integration over I'M by

that ОТ9Г PC , where |c|> •< \f I and cute off the angu-

lar Integral »t W ^ » / - y , then eq. (3D reduce* to

the following expreeaioni

V.. - & Щ)

The notation here Xm ejnaboltc einoe the integral over <4

clearly dlrergea. However, Juet the eaae integral, but with the

opposite sign, еошее from the pole at (f> + £) — О , во that

no divergence ie left.

There ±я no contribution from the pole at {{+*-~t-J -& »

while

(33)

Thus, the final expression for the diagram 4Ъ, to the elngle-log

accuracy, ia



^*£l АЛ. JL Л / \ri-2A.zl (34)

Quite analogously one can extract logarithmio contribution*

from other diagrams of fig. 4, Let us gire directly the final

answers*:

f ,-j. (37)

The diagram 4d coatains 00 locarithnuj. Our calculation»

referred to maealeoa quarks, and we introduced an anguXr cut

off in order to regularise collinear divergences. For massive

quarks Щ is to be substituted by & / ^ . Adding eqs.

(34)-(37) together, we a:-rire then at eq. (27). bet us empha-

size once логе that the logarithms are due to (almost) real gluone

flying in parallel with quarks - i.e. collinear logarithms.

Proceed now to the process H •"• -уФ Y * Omitting all

interaediata steps, ""et us nrite out the answer» for diag-

rams За-e, which were obtained just in the- same way as ab.>ve:
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( 3 9 }

9b« diagram 3f represents the renormallcatlon of the Riggs-

-quark coupling constant by gluons. Adding »qe. (38)-(43)'to-

gether we reproduoe eq. (26). '

low, to oomplete the atudy of the high energy

behaviour In / * " * ^ c . u d H ~ » ^ T ) ^ transitions it

1* neoeasary to make the last but not the least step: to sepa-

rate and sum up the «hole logarithmic series ( «t Z*£/*£),

6, Ibxm factors of nesons built from heary quarks in

the domain Q2 >> 9/**

One last general remark concerning the renormalizatlon

group before proceeding to concrete computation. In perturba-,



tir» QCD the renormallcation group 1* applied usually for col-

lecting ell ten»* of the type («t &• Q*)*" - *••• single-lef».

the letter naturally appear, eejr, in deep inelastic alaee la

thle problem one considers the amplitude of the forward %N

scattering, with no emission of eoft gluons, and the геаояии»

lleation group p.rores to be euceeeefel. Another relerant prob-

lem tm white neeon fora factor*. П и в one of the quark* aakee

e 180" turn to fora a white object with It» partner. It мгеев*

it* oolour cherje, and again there la no ealMlen of «oft

(double logarithaw are abeent). In cueh a eituation applioa-

tion of the renonnlisation croup ie

Proeeeaee of jet production repreaeat •

different phenomenon - Jmx* eltra-relatirietie eoletur-ebarced

pei tides scatter (the «oattezlac angle belajt arbitrary) and

Intensively eait eoft gluone. the Sadckev (dovble-leg) form

factora of quark» and gluone ahow up* Still, it ie poeelele ie

adapt the renornalication group and nee it in «ueh ргоеемеа т»

well (eee, e.g. Щ ).

bet ue introduce the lnrerient functlona 4. aad J,

describing the anpuitudea И -* C£/if f Y*ffl ««F^

where ^J** - *Л * "" " /** *•• *
he
 **»*d teneor corree-

ponding to the outgoing photon.



. f and Л * refer

to У , P „, ie the four-aonentim of the final had-

ron t , 7 ^ or ^
fl
 ), ^ la the v ^ * polarization

Then the resulto of the previous sections reduce to

th« fnljowing

(45)

«here by f22l E5» we mean the figure brackets fro* eqe.

(22), (25)• Theee formula* «xhauet the description of an lnter-

mvlfate Q domain.

What happens if Q
?
 — * P<2 7 We shall answer thl*

question in the leading-logarithmlo approximation (IXA), al-

though, in principle, there is no difficulty In generalising

our results to include next-to-leading logarlthae as well.

As well known, in order to obtain the LLA er^reselone it

ie sufficient to fix the one-loop logarithm and "launch", after

that, the renormallzation group equations. What does it aean

In the ease at hand?

Three consecutive steps in the prooedur* are the follo-

wing i

(1) find multiplioatiTely renormalisable operators of

twist two with appropriate quantum nuabers. After this is

done, and diagonal combinations are written out, expend in them



th« Born amplitude* (14). (19)}

(II) erolution from the normalisation point Q down to

m
e
 . A* a result of this «volution all diagonal structure*

are miltlplled by (L) ' «her* У 1« th# correapon-

dlag авова1ош dimension;

(III) ccteputation of aatrlx element* of relevant opera-

tor** Уог heavy meaona the aatrlx elements «re oalotuable

In the cloaed fora.

The final «newer for fora faotors represeata an Infinite

**rle*.

Let ue explain In more detail all three etepe, lieted

above, by considering particular examples.

6a. Ibe H - > ^ Y decay

Xhis proceaa ie eiispler thai / S Y*[t alnoe there

la no mixing °* quark and gluon operator* In LLA. Indeed, the

quark operatora encountered in the expanalon ot the Born

amplitude (14) are ^ <La Я>«, - S^*,., ̂ . Thlt operator with

dimension ft-f Й baa ft + 1 borents indicea. But glu-

on operators with the aame properties, whioh might mix

with the quark one», ar» eijaply absent. The reader can readily

convince himself (herself) that for all gluon operatora the

number of the borents indicea and dimension are either elmulta-

neoualy odd ar simultaneously even. If one accounts for the

quark maee then the quark operators can mix with gluon one» of

the type m
c
6(fGr where Q is the gluon field strength

teneor (quantum number* ^ = 4" are realised only in

the three-gluon channel). It is clear, however, that in this

ee.ee we lose, at minimum, cne logarithm, end are out of the



fr-unework of ЫЛ» Since we do not conflider here next-to-lea-

ding logarithms we should concentrate on the quark operators

only.

At present, i t i e known (eeeL J and Ap, indices

A, B) that the diagonal quark op<?r«iorp with appropriate

qiip.ntiun numbers ere of the form

. (46)

П, O-dcl',

Here S' denotes symmetrieation over n. indices and

antlsymmetrlzation over the remaining one. J!t is implied

that all trace terms are eubtraced; at Q >> 4*Л^ they

yield inessential power corrections. (Below we shall usually

suppress the symbols 3' and traces, keeping them in mirO).

In eq. (46) we introduced an abbreviate-i notation which

ia extremely convenient and will be used throughout the paper.

Let C*i№)
 b e t h e

 Gegenbauer rolynonialL'
g
J:

(47)

н<св1 h У1сЛ
3/* л

where n.i С & are ntunerieal coefficients in this po-

lynomial. Then ^ б ^ л Сц-f fo/r ивапя

JO



(4в)

ere 1!)P 'ler i •; it
 f
ves Ю О яге lofined in »q. (12).

Notice, *hat for <гее ЧЧРТ-ЦЯ in k1n°mpt:ice of fig. 2

~7

(49)

n-t '- "^ i n 1 ^ е "i.^bt-hnnd pifle being the ordinary

(numeric..!) (Jf?;enbeuer polynomial.

Two more relevant fo.nts before proceeding to the

M-*-
1
^'/' У decay nnplltude. First, the anomalous dimen-

sion of fcliP operator (Уи- ^я

O/)]
so that



4 ~ н
Second, the matrix elements of C\v over the

heavy quarkoni»m state are detarnlnad,to a leading approxl-

•atlon, by the Tent tern In (48), aino« all other t«r»e con-

tain fPi-PO*

«here we used the faot that

*9
 (52)

How, all ingredient» which are neeeaeary in order to

carry out the program formulated аЬот* (яее (i)-(iii)) are at

our diepoeal. Start with amplitude (14) and expand It In

operators 0ц, »



where A^, are numerical coefficients, to be determined.

Sine* eq. (53) is an operator equality valid for all

states, 1st us sandwich it between (trem quark pair] and

j-илв) (fig. 2). Then

where eq, (49) is used.

To fix Ац, it is convenient to Аптеке the

orthogonality property of the Gegenbauer polynomials. Kulti-

ply by (4~Х
г
)С

я
^(х) both aides of eq. (54) and integrate

over JC in the interval (-1,1) accounting for the faot

that

(55)

As a result, we get

•№
(56)

1st ua turn now to points (ii) and (iii) of the above

program. There is no need to comment on the last point whioh

is actually exhausted by eq. (51). A simple remark is in or-



d«r here concerning logarithmic factor» appearing In going

from the normalisation point Q to ffV
e
 •

Toe effect of the operator «normalisation reduces

to multiplication by L
 n

/" . One should not forget, bow-

erer
f
. that there are other quantities glrlng logarithm under

rsnormallr.ation, nMely, the coupling constant fv in eq.

(44)* (We remind that io the *«inberg-$alam model h- •

however /H» end С С separately ar« ronormallsed). A«

a reault of the operator втpension we get expreaeiona In

which both &ц. and h- are normallEed at Q. If we want

the final answer to contain only quantities normalised at m

(and we »hal) ajway* sot in this way), then descending

from Q to rn
t
 we ahould take into account the factor

,

where

l

and — 3 C f 1я th« anomalous dimension of mas*. Thus, we

get



oe>_ , ,
v
 fa- ?s±i

н»1

, (5Г)

In taking tbe matrix elements we used eq. (51).

Collecting ell the factors together we find the invariant

function A. introduced in (44):

)*/ J? ) №
(Jtk* i)(Zk+Z) ('Л/ Ц * (58)

Here the summation index is redefined, and YiJt+f
 i B

given in eq. (50). The factor -3Cp /4 in the exponent

ia due to the renormalizatton of the coupling constant n/ .

It is instructive to compare the sura (58) with the one-

-loop result (45). Below we demonstrate how the sum (58) re-

duees to (45), (26) at Q close (in the logarithmic aenee)

to Ш
с
 . In thi3 way we cheek aelf-eonsisteney of the
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Expand L in «"
t

вига in (58) - denote it by S' - can be rewritten ae

[<-

It is easy to aee that

oo

Using this fact we get

г*-*!

г
and

She two-fold sum in 159) is calculated with the help of

the following integral representation

2 ^ о
 7

"



Substituting it in (59) and introducing temporarily a cut off

at the upper end (i.e. integrating up to 4— & ) we gets

Combining (60) and (62) we arrive at

which identically coincides with eq. (26)

6b. The y*" —=» y ^
c
 transition.

In principle in this process the summation of the leading

logs is analogous to that in the previous case M-*

A technical complication is due to mixing of quark and

gluon operators which was absent in W -*C/r Y" •

The relevant quark operators are the following:

where the notations are explained in eqs. (4б)-(4Я). The

gluon operators appearing in the problem are
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(eee Appendices A, B). Although the operators &*.
 f
 0

n
.

are not diagonal under renormalizationo and mix with p«c'i

other, they preserve their general form - the structures

С я-) (&)
 a n d

 & К-г. (®)
 s r e n o t

 destroyed.

In Appendix A we show that the follottf ng combinntiona

are multiplioatively renormalizable:

V у

(66)

«P-j F у

The anomalous dimension of the first combination is A^

and that of the second one ie Л
ы
 ,

1,г
л

(67)

Tfe shall not write out here all the elements of the matri:;

iXj ' 1
Р Г
^

Л
 i

 v v
 **>

 r f
^ г VV^ ( (see eqs. {A.5D. (A.52)

of Appendix A)since only a part of information will be actually



used.

What other formulae shall we need below? First of *11
#

it is necessary to know the relation between &H, and &

'6 = "**" Ce-'a)
(68)

Furthermore, to the leading approximation (i.e. neglecting

(?(•**) correction») matrix elements < »
e
 \

У
С^(^

#
) \о>

dropp off** , and

(69)

1*

where we used eqe. (66), (641, (52), (18).

Now, all auxiliary relations which help to get the fi-

nal answer are written out explicitely and we start calculating

*) If we considered not heary mesons, but, say, {?' whose
coupling to gluons is strong [29] , the matrix elements
<
^
r
l
r
\O

n
\oy would be essential, and it would be con-

pletely wrong to neglect them.
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the У -9 Y^
c
 amplitude in the limit <J

2
 ~»>4* .

At first, let us consider en imaginary case when there are no

light quarks at all, and

' O.IH

Then, acting just in the aaae way as in aubsect . 6a, we

start with eq, (19) and atrive at

oo

Z ("Г
n.

(-UVZ
У -

 f
 У г J. У Л

tl

v. A*. — __

(70)

In terms of the invariant function <f- , introduced in (44)

the latter relation looks as (the summation index is redefined):

/= ?. (71)
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С yvfekt)( ff »afc-»«/

(72)

The elements of the mixing matrix are giren in eq. (A.52).

(Since in the case at hand we are dealing with a single с

quark, in eq. (A.52) we should put T(R.) - fz ). Hotice,

that the firet tern in the sum (7£), corresponding to R*0 ,

reduces to 3/2. It comes from the operator of the axial current

iB not

and surriTee in the Unit Q 2 —^

by interactions)

Proceed now to the realistic case of u, d, в, с quarks.

i «.и».

Then, decomposing the initial amplitude in singlet and non-sing-

let structures

V9

0
'/* 0

'/9H/9
ft

1 0
1
1

-% О



± -1 ±
it

1
1 0

-г
О о

on» readily tlade that

"f *
(73)

where Of Is giTen in eq. (72) (one should not forget that

mm. In oaloulating ("jf\ , one should put T(R) =

— 4 ),and О
я s
 reduces to

'* (74)»3 / <\*^MJ_ /

(th« first ten with It - 0 Is 3/2).

finally, It is Instruetire to study bo» tbe leading-log

relations (71)-(74) соптегк into the one-loop result (27)

in the llalt <xT
s
 At <?^v/ <:< { .to answer this question

substitute L la eqs. (72), (74) by Its expansion»! Just

in the saae way as it was done for У ->J/ty' У » Then

the suaamtion in (72), (74) can be perforated with the help of

the formulae already mentioned in subseot* 6a, Juggling with

the* a bit we find that both expressions, (71) and (73), yield

for i- one and the saws result, which coincides, on the

other hand, with eq. (27)» This is a natural oonsequenoe of



the fact that to the first order In <*£$ the gluon mi-

xing is absent. It appears only in the two-loop graphs of

fig. 7.

7. luserical estimates

Start with the eV" -~»Vfe )f annihilation. Using eq.

(44) one finds for the ratio

(75)

where *£* C: 0*31 CeV. Oelng the results obtained abore

one can write the following Interpolating formula for £.

(76)

which has the correct lifting behaviour both at

and о(
&
 C* Q

2
 « 1 • Here О and &

л s
 are defined

in eqs. (72), (78), X « GL
b
/^^ and in the figure

brackets we subtracted the term <^
s
(^-- бм,2)бг ?C slnoe it
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is already accounted for in -5 6 + # л̂. s • Notice, that

3 ° ' '

The plot of the function -г. is given in fig» в.

Let ue proceed now to the Higg* boson decay. Using eq.

(44) we find for the ratio

г
н

The coupling constant ly la extracted from the jfo -*&*€'

annihilation rate.

She interpolating formula for £. is£.

(78)
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where 6" is defined in eq. (58), Л" = °^и

end in the figure brackets we subtracted the logarithmic aeymp-

totica, $•&*. £ ъ*. Л" , since this term is already accounted

for in С .

The plot of the function Q. is given in fig. 9.
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A p p e n d i x A

Miltlpllcatively гепогя&ИваЫе operator* from

explicit calculation of the nixing matrix

la thi* appendix we calculate the anomelau* dimeneion

«atricea for the operators

(A.1)

(A.2)

X ~

«here /u ia an odd nuaber, $*л
 Ж
 i £*tfi/*J **/** » S

deaotea ajvMtrization over all iadieaa, S denotea вуш-

netrieation ore* all indices except one, which require* anti-

•yniaetrixation ,

The anomalous dimeneion aatrlee* are dlagonalized, and

the operator* diagonal under renoraallzatlon are written out

explicitely.

We try to present the reaulte in the cloaed fora, with

no reference toother eouroee.

A.I. Operator*
 Т

0
Л
 * $ ' I "'* Ffy fy

f
" &/,„_* - trace*

( n odd).

Tirat of all, let us mention that in the leading log

approximation, to which we limit oureelrea in this paper,

there is no mixing of 0
K
 with gluon operator*. Thi*
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Т/л

follow* from the fact that (y
K
 has П. + 2 Lorenz in-

dices an* dim ( u ^ ) * H-f 1 » while for gluon opera-

tors

number of lorens indices - dimension * even.

у

If one includes the quark masa M
c
 , then <?*,

can mix, in principle, with operators of the type f*t
c
CfCfCf •

It is clear, however, that this effect shows up only in next-to-

-leading logarithms.

Thus, the relevant.diagrams are those with external quark

legs, (see fig. 10, where the closed circle denotes the inser-

tion of Oyu )• In order to find the nixing matrix it is

necessary to extract the coefficients in front of logarithms

in these diagrams.

The Уеуптап gouge fleems to be most convenient for practical

calculations. We remind that

jjh —Ik • A 1

л" / ff / s

7
A
 =
 Z ̂  ~i

 7
S< , (A.4)

r» Y ^\

In the momentum space

(А.5)

Using these definitions we find that thf dingrem 10a vaniahee.

(One of manifefltations of this fnct ia the absence of
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ZH. tn
H
 /)**• in eq. (42)).

Тот other diagraas we get

[0 (x.6)

where К - Ji (/i + ̂> ) , & - j(b,- l^i)

and Л (/*•) etande for an ultrayiolet (infra-red) cut oft»

Bq. (A.6) demonstrates that renormalisation of the

operator т G^
A
 £) •••• SX,^ r generates » whole series

af "daughter" operators, in which the covariant deriyativee

ЪОлс
 а г в

 substituted by the "external" ones o» (first,

a pair of 2>' s converts into a pair of о ' s , then the

second pair, and so on). It is essential that 2>^. -• cTi*, ,

but not vice versa, so that the — x — i mixing mat-

rix we are interested in is triangular. Such a matrix has

- ~ ^ — eigenvalues (which coincide with the diagonal elements

of the matrix) and — ^ eigenvectors. Clearly, one can

concentrate only on the "maximal" eigenvector, which includes

all — ~ components and corresponds to the eigenvalue

All other eigenvectors of the ^-±-^—,, .HJJL— matrix ooineide

Л 2



with those obtained at previous steps, for ins fence, from

«atrices - ^ _ ^ ^ L - , .£££_„ J^i.' . .te.

We write the diagonal (i.e. raultlplicatively renonaall-

zable) operator, corresponding to the eigenvalue P^ ,

as

(A.8)

Below we shall often use an abbreviated notation

In the standard analysis of the deep inelastlo scattering

(where ** - kz ) all terms in e*,. (А.8), exept the first

one, drop off, and the anomalous dimension is fixed by «nor-

malization oi the operator i"~
1
 $*$• £! n>u \f>

Tor kf ф t
4
 the anomalous dimensions are just

the ваше as in deep inelastic*) but the diagonal combinations

include a sequence of operators»

The eet of coefficients { Л^"
1
 — , ̂ к,} in (A.8) is

determined from the following matrix equation:

*) 7or completeness we quote here the anomalous dimensions of
various biquark operators which were communicated to us by
(see the next page)



г*

г: г/
г/

Р к-г

г •
1 л.

А " ' *

г; (А.9)

г» "
where Уп, is given In (A.7). and

(1.10)

(••• eq. (Л.6)). If the coefficiente { 3^ ',.-, /** J

•atlefjr «q. (A.9), the evolution of the operator ***Slŷ . va~

der the change of the renormalixatlon point reduces to Multi-

plication by the f
e
ctor L ""' I

•) V.Chernyaki

(V

f]
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к aethod of «olfing «4. (A,9) «111 be given « bit later einee

we «hall encounter a eiailar equation la tbe eaa» of operator*

r
i\ = ь

1
"* $ Ту* fc %< • • %*„., + - *™** • <*• *»••

latter oaee a aetrii appear» that Utttr» from (1.9)

only by the unit matrix, whieh oeana, in turn
f
 tbat the dla-

eionaliiiag eetfl of 1 Д j arc identical), bet ue fonailat*

here the final result. Ibe ooeffieienta a £ turn out

to be the coefficient* entering the Gegenbauer pollnomlal

С
 Va

The eompaot notation for thie fact la

of (A.8)

(А.1Э)

The "laeklng*
1
 derlTatlrea in (A.13) are aupplled bj

aay for "V • 3

and
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X - ** к

А.2. Operator. * Q» * 1*'* $ ?
trace* (n odd).

•Леве operator*, both in singlet and non-alnglet with

reepeet to
 s 0

^ ) f i
a T O U r

 Teralona, appear In the problem ̂ fW)fy
t

Ooneider first the non-alnglet case, whioh вевпе «lupler.

№ e graphs of fig. 10 (with an erldent substitution of the

rertex.
 r
0 -• *0

Я
 ) yield

И
2

и. и-1

< * - «•**- (*..
5
,

Ihe decompoeitlon of the total result Into two piece», (A,1*)

and С.15), is analogous to that performed by Efremor and Ra>

dyuahkint"J. The reason explaining this decomposition is the

following! one and the ваше set 1 Л } diagomliree both

matrices Г «nd Г »
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о

о

г* г

V
г/

рй-1 1
« 'а

О О

0 0 0

й и-1
и.

У • 'и.

7/ ...

(А.16)

1
 И. ' - '-

Let i» prort thlv aeaertlon, end «tart witH «qu«tlen

г я - г
я
° я

«here Л denote* the column

ь
к

'Г
Iq. (A«19) reduce» , la feet, to

the f -th of thoa ( k eren) i

(4.19)

(A.2O)

linear relation*.
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/ г» _ г •
1
 •" к+1

How, enbtract eq. (A.21) from th*t obtnlned by subgtitotlon

к + Я. , Since /"*. do*a not depend on к ,

to obtain » recurrenc* relation for Я^
 #

But this in Just the relation for the coefficient» in

(We remind that [
2
ĵ

С ^ foe) - ^ (A
*

?3)

where J K ' ' / is the n-th Legend re polynomial,

Therefore,

} f t r= (k + i)f>n. , (A. 24)

Since



we arrive at (A.22)).
it.

Now, the last element of the proof is to demonstrate

that the sane set j 'X^ \ eatlsfies the equation

Г * « ̂  * . (A.26)

(Notice, that eq. (A.9) for the tensor operator* is actually

the same). Using (A.24) and (A.18) let us rewrite eq.

(A.26) in the following form

lA
'

S7)

-.-.•here К «0, 2 n-3, end ifej I
S
 the logarithmic

derivative of the Euler £amma-function,

1

# (A-28)

С » 0,5777?... is the Euler constant.

.Our task is to prove that уэ
л
 (n >• 0, 2, .... n-1)

ore the coefficients in the n-th begendre polynomial. The

proof presented below is based on the idea suggested by A.Re-

dyuahkin. Multiply (A.27) by X and sun over к - 0,

2, ... n-3 (we temporarily assume that О С X < 1 ). Then,



la the rltfrt-hend aide we get
1

«hare «a weed the Integral representation (A.28). la the laft-

-haad alia, latrodu«lnf aa auxiliary parameter £ #

«a arrive at

W^
Bauatlac (A.29) aad (А.ЭО) reaulta la

U.3D

and It la aaoaaaarjr to ргота that thla relation holda ldaatl-

овД1у.

After alapla algabrala tranaforamtioaa la the l*ft-haad

aide, eq. (A.3D la rewritten aa *

5C



-1 •

where we used the fact that JJV (,4-j la antlajraotrio,

9U
low it le clear, that the initial assumption at e

(0,1) la not necessary, and one oan eonaldar any Talus of X

free the interral [-1, 1J .

It la easy to cheek/ invoking, for lnatanoe, the aethod

of mathematical induction, that the Legendre polynoalala do

realise the solution of eq. (A.32). We leare thla aiaple

ezerclae to the reader.

A.3. Cluon operatora

In the channel with quantua nuabera 0", apart froa the

quark operators considered abore, an laportant role beloaga

to gluon operators. Indeed, in the «inglet (with reapeet to

3tT(4)f2
aTour

 ) channel the quark operatora (A.2) adLz with the

gluon operatora defined in (A.3).

It la convenient to start consideration with pure gluody-

naaica and fix, at first, the fora of a aultlplicatlToly re-

nonialixable gluon operator under assumption that во transiti-

on to quark states takes place. All relevant one-loop diag-

rams are depicted in fig. 11, where the cloaed circle denotaa

the insertion of (9
n
 . A straightforward ooaputatlon of

these graphs yieldsi
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tt-

'I

p u r
*

О ), o< and y9 «x* tb* polarisation in-

dloca of ingoing and outfoise glnon*, JO la oontraoted

with one of the borans indlo** of К'щ or Д'я (theae

indlo** a » not written out expllcitely). Kq. (А.ЗЭ) aocounta

for tb* faot that к
4
|| к

л
 (1.*. к у* -(a nuabar)» к

г/й
, ),

Я»* latter relation allow* on* to osdt the teraa like

Кд й# - К» Дуц.

for a - 3 ео> (А.ЗЗ) 1яр11«а

A* a**n fron eq. (А.ЗЗ), the altuatlon la rery elallar

to that with the quark operator*. Say,.the structure

,t produce* iteelf and an opera-

tor with a ooupl* of external derivative*.



л.

bet ua writ* the diagonal combination St л.)

(X.34)

coeffioi*nt«

tlont

•atittfy the following Mitriz

(А.35)

"'*

О

О о л:

о о о

""'

л*.

(А.Э7)



+
 jfc пч п,

То get eq. (A.37) on* dividee the figure bracket in (A.33) by

С К
 г
 - &

г
) .The origin of the latter factor is the fol-

lowing. When the operator* C?*. are written in momentum

epaoe, momenta emerge not only from the derivatives £> <P

but also from the field strength tensors Q.Q . The diag-

rams of fig* 11 are, evidently, characterised by the com-

bination

Analogously to the quark ease it is convenient to decom-

pose tiie matrix Л into two pieces:

(A
'

38)

*Х
к
 *tk чу 4

;*/"• '" I " 'У *

(The term (-
 1
/

b
)(<+ *T(ft)/C

y
) In A^ is ineesential.

alno* it corresponds to the unit matrix rhich does not affect

the eigenvectors). Eq. (A.35) is eutt valent to the eyetom



K-t-i

Л-1-2

(A.40)

Let u« ehow that this eyetem has the following eolutlon

**"

- J
e r e t h e

 coefficients in the n-th Legendre poly-where fa

nomial.

Start with (A.39). Substituting (A.41) and (А.Э8) we get

n-t-z

* L ^(А+Ч €+3 J a » (A.42)

This relation Is valid if and only if

,-«.

which le Indeed the ease for the coefficients in the n-th Le-

gendre polynomial (compare with (A.25)).

Proceed now to eq, (A.40). Substituting {A.41) and U.38)

we get
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«blob reduces, after ohanglne th* susjnatlon Index, to «q*

(A«27)• already proren earlier.

Thus, w* h*T* shown that the aet of coefficients Ji

fro* (Л.34) 1" given by *q. (A.4D* This мааа that the poly-

aoedal В f*; - y*^"* зь "** .̂.. -f j& ж oolncidea

«lth the Oagaabauar polynomial. 8(x) =• C
A
.

e
 (

Henoe, the niltlplioatlrely reeoraallcabla fluoa operator baa

the fora

(A.45)

Л short oosswnt Is in order her* about a relation bet-

ween our result and the analysis of ref. [21]. B»e woric{?3

is based not on th* operator fpproaoh but on tha Bethe-Salpe-

ter equation, whiob 1* solred for th* singlet ease In 1ЛЛ.

In the operator language one aay say that this paper deals with

a. *=• ^
(both O*a without twiddles).

The corresponding nixing aatrix dlffera from ours (oompara,

for Instance, th* wjru elementa). Vererthelasa, tha eigen-

теоtor is just the same, Q+j *~л-* fojfyt* •
 >амя

*

analogously to the quark ease, the gluon diagonal eonbinatlona

ax* always associated with th* Gegenbauar polynomiale, irres-

pectively of the partloular tensor structure of the operator,



i
a.

л
 г *

(gluone).

(The nature of such univerrality is discussed In Appendix B.

A.4. Tremeition "quarks *~* gluons"

We have fixed above the fora of the diagonal quark and

gluon operators

It one switches on the quark-fluon nixing, the question

exiles whether or not the structure of these operators i

preserved* In other words, does the renorsailization of

generate 5сц "ев а whole", with no additional pieces?

And vice versa?

Below we show that £2*,*—* •^Jv ' 8a^ n o ad<iiti0-

nal pieces emerge,

Pir»:t of all, let us calculate the jnatrix element des-

cribing the transition &n —> O^ • The corresponding

graph is displayed in fig. 12, where the closed circle denotes

the insertion of (9- :



(A.46)

'I
One can eaeily convince oneself th«t the condition

S2»v "* ^-n, *
s
 equivalent to the following!

„и-f Кг ,

where the parameter* /el / Д ) enter the definition

of Т Г

If one uses eqe. (A.24) and (A.41) then eq. (л.47) reduces to

the relation

(A.4S)

obtained by aubtracting two subsequent lines in (Л.47). Eq.

(A.48) ie a sufficient condition ее well. After simple

arithmetical transformations we get from (A.48) (again eqs.

(A.?4). U.4D are used):
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whloh oolncldee with the recnrrent definition of the coeffi-

cient* in the n-th legendr" polynomial (соврете with

U.25)).

finally, the last etep la to check that SI*.-* R
K

She one-loop graphs responsible for the renorsjalisatlon of
F
O

f t
 •*• depicted in fig* 13, where the closed circle, as

««ually, denotes ^C^, • She ccrreeponding sjq>lltude 1*

(A.49)

Xn order to extract the coefficients of &n- from this

fonmila one should diride the expression in the figure bra-

ckets by К - Д (see the disousslon after eq. (А.Э7)).

AM a result we arrlre at a relation ensuring SZ^—* Si,^ *

/ * > U.5O)

<5



n-k-1

Using (A.24) end (A.41) one can readily cheek that eq. (A.50)

ie actually valid, since It reduces to (A.25).

Я

A.5. The anomalous dimension matrix

We have proven that the operators S2. „, and __

preserve their structure under renomalizetionfl. The effect

of their mixing is completely exhausted by a 2*2 matrix.

One can easily read off this matrix from eqs. (A.14), (A.15),

(А.ЗЭ). (A.46), (A.49). putting there Ь -0. Then we

arrive at the case of deep inelastio considered previously L 4.

True, we have somewhat change the Normalization of quark and

gluon operators.

Let us give the anomalous dimension matrix which coin-

cides (after accounting for the change in nornalization)

with that of ref«

F у

vv **-

v
 Y

F F 9 •*•

(A.51)



Sh« ratio of tho Ooeoabauor eooffloloata

rofloeta oar аопшИжаЗДов oonrontloa. OlafODollsatloa of

thlo aatrlz ylolda tho followlae

«Her* tho + miga oorroopoada to ^ ̂  , anil tho followlms

olgowrootora

, r Y -»1* ^ •** »
Г * U.54)

1IIIIHZ в

MultiplleatlTOly ronoraallsablo operator* froa ooaforaal

sjwttry argUBMU'fce

№o uattreraaliijT of tho diagonal operators ( i . e . iadopoa-

d*no« oa tho particular Loroas atraotaro) aako* one to «н»>

poot that there i s mom» «jn—tij «hioh l i es behind tbeee

result** If It were not for the sjaatUj i t aonl* be «xtreaely



difficult to explain why In the both quark channel*,

and ^ YfYc т . the murtiplieatlveljr renornelizeble

operators involve Сн-t * while in the gluon channels,

C ^ ^ ^ and ty
/H
 <̂ w«( • , they involve С

м
_

г
 .

This guess is confirmed* Below it will be shown chat

the fora of diagonal operators is fixed by the conformal

symmetry (CS) which manifests itself as an approximate sym-

metry at energies much larger than ness parameters of the

theory L
3 0
]. At Q

2
 » 4rn£- we encounter just the case. CS

allows one to obtain a unified formula for the diagonal

operators built from fields with the Lorenz spin 0 (ope-

rators № P ). 1/2 (operators У&Ф ), 1 (operators Q ^ )

in the space of arbitrary•dimensionality L> . The result»

o* Appendix A (
 Г
Я.

п
. , *&.„, .

 Г
5?и, ) follow fro«

this formula at 2> • 4.

before beginning the consideration let us make a short

degression, CS was used for solving form-factor problems

about 10 years ago i-
z
»̂ J , in refs» J2,3] however, only the power

aeymptoticB of hadronio form factors was discussed. In QCD

the situation is much simpler. The power asymptotics is tri-

vially determined by tree graphs, while with the help of CS

one can find operators, diagonal under logarithmic renormall-

zations. Knowing these operators one can easily calculate lo-

garithmic corrections to the power aeymptotios.

The method for constructing the diagonal operators, to be

described below, was first suggested by Alexandre Zamolodchl-

kov who originally considered a scalar theory (see the quota-

tion in ref. I? j ). In ref. " J the Zainolodchikov result was

applied to operators built from spinors, which was literally

68



wrong* д aieteaetle analysis and a correct general formula

art contained In raf , \}^ and here we follow the line of rea-

aonlng of this paper.

tne atartlJig point of the analysis tm «he lnrarlano» -*f

any C8 theory with respeot to transformations

(B.8)

(aee e.g. P*J>. Iq. (B.I) repreventa the aoal* tranaforaatioa»

eq. lb.2) describes the standard Poinoare group, and, finally,

•q. (В.Э) la the proper corforaal tranaforaatlea. Xesteea ef

(B.3) one can lwpoae *л equlraleat reoulreaeat «f lararlaaoe

with reapect to 1пт«гя1оп,

W * * . «•*•>

Indeed, the right-bead aide ef (B.3) redaee* t*

«her* Pg danetea the tranalatlaa by vaetar £ . .

bet ua atart with an elementary aealar У with the

canonical dlmenaloa d . Let ^ tat Mliaear ape—fr

with n- Lorens ladlcea. la order te amteaatlaally e—ara

the ayaawtry with renpeot te peraMtatlea* ef ladloea aad

the abaence of traces we vem the trick ef xmt» l?4l . Xntredvoa

a light-like rector Г^. , t
1
» ^ , aad coarolute

»9



tli* operator 4J|, «lib Гц, ©r*r «11 tr— India**. (Follo-

wing!?
1
] «t danot* A ^O^ft, )• Пип,

^ ,1a * uniform polynomial of order a «Ml •»*£.j

lo make the optmtor Л и oonformel «o «hould fix tb#

oecfflolents in th» polynomial la • otrtala ««jr. So thl» «ad»

oon«ld«r th* thr**-polnt fmotloa

Оа on* hand, ualne th* definition (B.4) «at ttwfMt «hat

«a e*t

On th* other band. It 1* w*ll known [
34
j, that CS flxw th*

fora of th* thrav-potat fveotlon up to an orerell oonatant.



One can easily сояПлс* oneself that the right-hand

•Id* of (B.7) i« eorariaat under transformations (B.1)-(B,3).

lotto* that

Squat* sow (B.6) and (B,7) and ooapar* th* eo*fflol*nt«

Wi&g *q. (B.B). Thsn w* find

/l

• Puttlrg tf6 - 1

In (B.9) (scalar field in the four-diaentionnl spaoe-tiae)

w* reproduo* eq. (62) fro* ref*(эj.

Sb* la*t «t*p la to proceed to another baeie. Op to an

lneaaentlal orerall constant the right-hand aide ot (B.9)

la rewritten aa
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Her* * и, ie the Jaoobi polynomial, v-̂ ,

la the Gegenbauer polynomial and we hare uaed the well-known

relation!*! between pjjf"'
4
^ and C*' *> .

Wotlee, that for 'die eealar field in the six-dimensional

•pace-tine (t » 2 and the confornal operator involree Cj* .

*hie faot wae first diecorered in the V̂ . theory in ref.jVj

by a direct computation of the anojaaloiw dimension Matrix.

The derlration presented аЪоте is modified only slight-

ly for epinor fields. She confornal propagator has the form

A

L.

and the conformal three-point function for operator with

(n-1) deriTatires is proportional to

( *i*i ^
 x

» « \ х
1Ъ
 Г Xjll:

 +
 1

where Г - /, Yr , Yi , YT/YS or
Performing simple algebraic transformations we get

(В.11)

In the four-dimensional space-time £^ - 3/2 and we repro-

duce the result of Appendix A, which was obtained with the

help of an explicit diagonalisation of the nixing matrix.
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In the case of gluon operatore the analysis requires

additional tricks; the interested reader can find some de-
ft?)

tails in ref. rJ . Here we give only the final answer:

Q ( Э. + Э.) С
п
.

г
 \%

t
 + -$

One can write a simple general formula applicable in all

the eases considered;

(Conformal operatore with n derivatives)

where ct is the dimensionality.

ans S is the Loreni spin.

Shu* far, our analysis actually referred to a free

CS theory, without interactions. The gauge invariant opera-

tors resulting from (B.1O)-(B,13) by substituting Ъ~* S>

preserve, in the one-loop apprcxi.'*aatlon,the property of

Multiplicative renormalizabillty. An elegant and simple

proof of this fact based on conformal Ward identities is

given in ref. [
3
!l .
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(в)

е qwrk •phefen

Tlg.1. The quark diagram* for the ргосем

•••?

fig.2. -Jhe grapha determining tha ooeffioienta la th» opera-

tor expansion. It 1* aaauaed that f
t>
> 4 M£ •

Unlike fig. 1 her* pf ^ f% (i.e. X ^ 0).



(b)

gloon

flg.3. The diagrame «tetcrminine the 0(*$) correction to

the H -bjjrr У eaplltude» Рог eech graph ther*

exiete the analogous one, with H and Y Inter-

changed. Fig. (f; displays the renoraalisation of

the Hlgge-quarlc rerter by gluons.
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(Ь) .„'•

Tig.4. The diagrama determining the (Pf«^s) correction to

the у -^X"lc •
Jn
P

1
i*

u
d*« *or each graph there

exists the enaldgoua one with Y* and Y
 ln

"

terchanged,

rig.5. !»• graph* resulting In e ^ ^ * - * ^ and

ten* tn the amplitude e+*~-+f.y,]f [^ Ц*



- • - I -P

>к ,J

Pig.6. The Born and one of the one-loop graphs for the tran-

sition of a virtual photon into a real one and a pair

of С С quarks (at rest with respeot to eaoh other).

In the diagrams we introduce 4-momenta and other nota-

tion* used in the text.

\

(b) X

fig.7. the eiatpiest graphs giving rise to the mixing of quark

and gluon operators in the prooess Y*
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1.4

I?

0.8

1 Г i—i—i—i—г

t versui Q
7
/4m}

I I I I I I I I

|O
e
 Ю» 1O

4
 to* to»

Г1К.8. The plot of tbe Xunotlon i. defined in eqa»

Che dashed line ie the Born approximation ( I « 1 ) .

At ГС -*o° &n,f m 3/2. Ihie limit ie determined

by the matrix element of the axial current j£s
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1.2

10

0 J

0.6

i

-

-

\

i i

I i i

H

0

V

i I

—*}/V

versus

f 1

1 1 1

Y

.

• .

i i i

•o' Ю» m »/4m«

9* Зле plot of the function a, defined ia eq».(7a) (44).

At "K -* oo fa- Л*~ m 0. The «aymptotlo boharlour

at O. at large к i» determined by the едоямаоан

dlaeneioa of the teaeor ourrent j ! » c f f с •



АЛЛ Л Л
(*> (М

 (е
>

 (d) (9)

fig, Ю . ft* diagram» determining th» ronormallcatlon of

quark operator», non-alaglvt oa*# (the eloacd eirel*

A A AA/A A/ V / \ / V' Ч / \ / \

Tig* 11* The diagrawi determlnloe th» raaoraalliation of

gluon operator in pur* gluodywdo* (th* о1ом&

oirol* donot** On, ).
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ftл/ \

Fig.12. The diagram describing the transition of gluon» into

quarks. (The closed circle denote» wtv )• .

A A
(b)

13. The diagrams describing the transition of quarks into

gluons. (The closed circle denotes 0^ ).
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